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Abstract: Heterostructures based on CuInSe2 absorber with AlP buffer have been modeled for 

the first time by different stacking schemes and interfacial terminations. Mechanical, electronic 

and topological properties of CuInSe2/AlP heterostructures along [001] direction were investigated 

using full potential linear augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method. Optimal interfacial distance, 

thermodynamic stability and band alignment have been computed systematically. Heterointerface 

at “on-top” stacking is the most thermodynamically stable compared with other stackings. The 

magnitudes of core level binding energy differences are in accordance with interfacial adhesion 

energies. Absolute deformation potentials ADPs of band energies as a function of (001) biaxial 

strain were determined. With redressing ADPs, the revised valence and conduction band offsets 

have increased and decreased, respectively. AlP has strong resistance to biaxial strain in the 

evolution of band energy edges. Topological properties and density of states were used to 

investigate the relationship between interatomic interactions and energy band evolution. The most 

stable CuInSe2/AlP heterostructures have “spike-like” band offsets, with the one terminated as Se-

Al characterized by a flat conduction band offset of 12 meV. This comes from the strong “Cu d-Se 

p” states hybridization. The theoretical maximum conversion efficiency of AlP-based “absorber-

buffer” heterostructure is 27. 39% at 0.5 μm thickness. 

Keywords: Buffer layer; heterostructure; band alignment; absolute deformation potential; biaxial 

strain; topological properties 

1.  Introduction 
Thin-film heterojunction solar cells have become alternatives to traditional silicon-based ones 

due to superior properties.1 CuInSe2 is seen as a promising solar cell candidate with direct bandgap, 

high absorption and reduced component toxicity compared to other materials (CdTe, PbS, etc).2 

Buffer layer plays an important role in lattice adaptation, adhesion improvement and stress 
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relaxation between itself and the subsequent thin film3. A world-record efficiency of 22.3% has 

been achieved based on Cu(In,Ga)Se2 absorber and CdS buffer4. Alternative buffer materials have 

been investigated for decades, primarily focusing on photo-generation, Cd replacement with 

environmentally friendly elements, and thermal stability adjustment.5  

Bandgaps and band alignments are critical parameters for the design of solar cells. Bandgap 

determines a certain transparency at near-infrared spectrum, hence the degree of light absorption. 

Band alignments characterize the energy discontinuities in band edges, which serve as the basis for 

controlling transport properties and quantum confinement.6 Buffer materials with satisfied band 

alignments and well-matched lattice parameters with absorber layers are essential.7 Besides, the 

effect of epitaxial strain on electronic structures, absolute deformation potentials (ADPs)8 and band 

alignments9 should be focused on as well. Some progresses have been achieved in the calculation 

of these parameters from the first-principle theory. Vurgaftman et al10 found that the total 

hydrostatic deformation potential is proportional to the pressure coefficient of direct bandgap. S. 

Kadantsev et al8 found that the nonzero ADPs of reference core levels have reduced band offsets 

under compressive biaxial strain. 

Figure 1a presents lattice constants and bandgaps of III-V and II-VI semiconductor 

compounds, as taken from reference.6 Considering bandgaps and lattice matches, cost and 

environmental friendliness, “Cd-free” buffer material, AlP, has been suggested as suitable buffer 

material for its large bandgap and small lattice misfit with CuInSe2 (less than 6%). Besides, AlP 

has higher refractive index than CdS, i.e. greater transmittance, in the range of [1.0;4.5] eV (Figure 

1b), which contributes to the absorption degree of absorber layer. Meanwhile, when the photon 

energy hf is below 4.5 eV, CuInSe2 has a higher absorption coefficient; when the photon energy hf 

is above 4.5 eV, AlP has a higher absorption coefficient (Figure 1c). The well-combined spectrum 

absorption of CuInSe2/AlP heterostructure maximizes its whole optical ability. Until now, by 

contrast to other III-V compounds, AlP has not been studied as a buffer layer. In order to provide 

a foundation for its application, a comprehensive investigation of the properties of CuInSe2/AlP 

heterostructure needs to be done.  

In this work, heterostructures based on CuInSe2 absorber with AlP buffer layer were modeled 

along [001] direction by using different stacking schemes and interfacial terminations. This 

direction was chosen as it corresponds to the smallest lattice mismatch (5.6%) between the two 

layers. 
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The interfacial distance d0 and work of adhesion Wad have been quantitatively examined to acquire 

a thermodynamically stable interface. Band alignments and ADPs of band energies as a function 

of (001) biaxial strain have been systematically computed. Recently, topological analyses of 

electron density based on the quantum theory of atoms in molecule (QTAIM)11 have been used for 

interpreting interatomic interactions in real space for photovoltaic materials.12 In combination with 

density of states, the stability and growth mechanism of heterostructure have been analyzed. 

Ultimately, the optical responses of heterostructures based on AlP and CdS buffer layers, as well 

as that of pure absorber have been estimated and compared as film thickness varies.  

 

Figure 1. (a) Bandgaps and lattice constants of II-VI (red color), III-V (blue color) and CuInSe2 

(magenta) at ~2K, as taken from Ref.6. Abbreviations of “zb”, “wz” and “rs” indicate zincblende, 

wurtzite, and rock salt crystal structures, respectively. Compounds without abbreviation crystallize 

in zb structure or related one (CIS). (b) Calculated refractive index of AlP and CdS and (c) 

absorption coefficient of AlP and CuInSe2. 

2.  Computational details 
First-principle calculations were carried out by full potential linear augmented plane wave 

method (FP-LAPW) as implemented in program WIEN2k.13 The WC-GGA14 functional has been 

used to describe exchange-correlation energy in structure optimizations. The convergence criteria 

on total energy, charge and force have been set to 10-5 Ry, 10-4 and 2 mRy/bohr, respectively. In order 

to improve the bandgap, which is underestimated with GGA functional, the modified Becke-

Johnson exchange potential (mBJ) has been used. 15 The planewave cutoff parameter RMTKmax in 

the interstitial region was set to 7. A mesh of 1500 kpoints determined using the Monhkorst-Pack 

scheme was used to sample the Brillouin zone.   

AlP and CuInSe2 crystallize in cubic (space group F-43m) and tetragonal structures (space 

group I-42d), respectively, as shown in the inset of Figure 2a and 3a. The heterostructures were 

b a c 
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modeled using slabs composed of (CuInSe2)m/(AlP)n with a thickness of 15.0 Å vacuum layer. This 

vacuum layer was applied to separate free surfaces, avoiding interactions between periodic images. 

The lattice constant m and n correspond to the numbers of atomic layers in CuInSe2 and AlP slabs, 

respectively. To meet the boundary condition and lattice coherence, the in-plane lattice constants 

(a and b) of heterostructure were both set to the mean value of bulk CuInSe2 and AlP lattice 

constants. In such way, AlP side and CuInSe2 side are under tensile and compressive strain 

respectively. The dependences of band edges on biaxial strain have been simulated as deformation 

ratios vary from -4% to 4% with respect to the equilibrium in-plane lattice constants a and b (with 

a=b) of CuInSe2 and AlP, respectively. The chemical potential of each species in our model can be 

obtained by the first derivative of internal energy to particle number by neglecting the entropy and 

volume changes. Topological properties of electron density calculated in WIEN2k have been 

studied by program CRITIC216. Spectroscopic limited maximum efficiency (SLME) has been 

valued as a useful indicator to characterize photovoltaic abilities.17 In solar cell applications, 

conversion efficiency depends on the thickness of absorber layer.18 The SLME of AlP- and CdS-

based heterostructures, as well as pure CuInSe2 thin film, have been calculated under AM 1.5G 

solar flux. 

3.  Surface investigations 
The optimized lattice parameters (a and c), bulk moduli (B), bandgaps (Eg) and elastic 

constants (Cij) of CuInSe2 and AlP, are listed in Table 1, together with the corresponding data taken 

from literature. The calculated lattice constants, bulk moduli and axial elastic constants with WC-

GGA functional are well-matched to the literature data, whereas the shear modulus (C44 and C66) 

of CuInSe2 and the bandgaps of both CuInSe2 and AlP are overestimated and underestimated, 

respectively. It is found that the bandgaps of CuInSe2 and AlP have been improved by using the 

mBJ potential, which agree well with the experimental data. This validates our computational 

settings and the mBJ potential will be used hereafter. 

Table 1. Calculated lattice parameters (a and c), bandgaps (Eg), bulk moduli (B), and elastic 

constants (Cij) of CuInSe2 and AlP, together with corresponding data taken from literature. 

Bulk a (Å) c (Å) Eg(eV) B 
(GPa) 

Cij (GPa) 
C11 C12 C13 C33 C44 C66 

CuInSe2 
This 
work 5.786 11.606 0.22WC 

1.06mBJ 73.7 94 61 67 83 109 118 

Calc. 5.782a 11.622a - - 71b 45b 45b 63b 46b 47b 
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5.839c 11.734c 0.84c 64.4c 82c 55c 55c 81c 34c - 
Exp. 5.781d 11.552d 1.02d 72.0e 97d 60d 86d 109d 36d 32d 

AlP 

This 
work 5.477 - 1.67WC 

2.53mBJ 84.8 125 64 - - 73 - 

Calc. 5.487f - 1.73f 82.0f 125f 61f - - 63f - 
Exp. 5.467g - 2.52g - 133g 63g - - 62g - 

aReference 19.                      bReference 20.                      cReference 21.                  dReference 22.  
eReference 23.                      fReference 24.                      gReference 10.  

 AlP(001) slab with symmetric atomic layers were built to eliminate the spurious dipole effects. 

After full relaxation, the relative deviations of interlayer spacing with respect to bulk (Δdij) were 

calculated as N varies, as listed in Table S1 (refer to the supplement information Table S1). The 

Δdij values at the middle layers have been used to determine the slab convergence, as plotted in 

Figure 2a. For low numbers of layers, Δdij decreases sharply as N increases. When N attains 13, 

the Δdij values tend to reach a plateau around 1% for two terminations. This 13-layers AlP(001) 

slab is thick enough to exhibit bulk-like interior, its surface energy σ can be written as: 

𝜎 = !
"#!

#𝐸$%&' −∑ 𝑁(𝜇($%&'()#%,+ − 𝑇𝑆 + 𝑃𝑉.                                                                           (1) 

where, 𝐸$%&' is the slab energy, Nx and 𝜇($%&' are the numbers and chemical potentials of atoms in 

slab, respectively, and As is the surface area. P, V, T and S are the pressure, volume, temperature 

and entropy, respectively. Under atmospheric pressure, the products of TS and PV are zero at 0 K. 

As suggested in Ref.25 the slab surface is in equilibrium with bulk, which means 𝜇#%+',%- = 𝜇#%$%&' +

𝜇+$%&'. Thus, equation (1) can be rewritten as: 

𝜎 = !
"#!

#𝐸$%&' + (𝑁+ − 𝑁#%)𝜇#%$%&' − 𝑁+𝜇#%+',%-.                                                                           (2) 

With the aim to prevent the slab from breaking into energetically more stable substances, the 

chemical potential of atoms in the stabilized slab 𝜇$%&' should be lower than those in bulk phases 

𝜇',%-. Following thermodynamics rules, 𝜇#%+',%- equals to the sum of chemical potentials of atoms 

in bulk and an energetic term corresponding to compound formation energy (∆𝐺./ ), reading 

𝜇#%+',%- = 𝜇#%',%- + 𝜇+',%- + ∆𝐺./ . The formation energy ∆𝐺./(𝐴𝑙𝑃) is approximated as the energy 

difference per formula ∆𝐸./(𝐴𝑙𝑃) between Al, P and AlP. Thus, the chemical potential difference 

(𝜇#%$%&' − 𝜇#%',%-)  is in the range [∆𝐸./; 0] , being [-1.18;0] eV and [-1.21;0] eV for Al- and P-

termination respectively.  

The σ evolution of AlP(001) slab as a function of chemical difference (𝜇#%$%&' − 𝜇#%',%-) can be 

obtained from equation (2), as soon as the chemical potentials of Al and AlP in bulk phases are 
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determined. As plotted in Figure 2b, the σ values of Al- and P-termination are in the ranges 1.06-

1.37 J/m2 and 1.17-1.50 J/m2, respectively. Besides, there is a cross-point between them where 

chemical difference is -0.82 eV. Lower surface energy means larger stability.26 In the ranges of [-

1.21;-0.82] eV and [-0.82;0] eV, P- and Al-termination show opposite behaviors in evaluating the 

preferential surface stability.  

 

Figure 2. Relative deviations of interlayer spacing with respect to the number of atomic layers in 

AlP(001) slab for Al- and P-terminations (a) and their corresponding surface energies at 13-layers 

as a function of chemical difference (𝜇#%$%&' − 𝜇#%',%-) (b). The inset of (a) shows AlP unit cell. 

Similarly, the convergence tests of CuInSe2(001) slabs, including Cu/In termination and Se 

termination (inset of Figure 3a), were conducted as well. After full relaxation, the interlayer 

spacing relative deviations with respect to bulk cannot be extracted precisely due to the great 

internal atomic displacements. Aiming to rapidly and accurately obtain the appropriate number of 

atomic layers, the incremental energy approach27 was applied as the number of atomic layers N 

increases. The energy difference 𝐸#𝑁0. − 𝐸(𝑁1) versus the increment of atomic layers 𝑁0 − 𝑁1 

was calculated, as plotted in Figure 3a. The energy difference first decreases and then keeps steady 

within an error range of 0.02 Ry. When atomic layers number reaches 13, the corresponding energy 

differences between 13-layers and 9-layers of Cu/In- and Se-terminated slabs are the lowest as well 

as the closest to the calculated bulk energy. Hence, a 13-layers slab has been considered thick 

enough to maintain a bulk-like interior. Note that the numbers of Cu atoms and In atoms are equal 

in the slab, i.e.	𝑁2, = 𝑁34. Thus, its surface energy σ can be written as: 

𝜎 = !
"#!

:𝐸$%&' + :
!
"
𝑁56 − 𝑁2,; × #𝜇2,$%&' + 𝜇34$%&'. −

!
"
𝑁56𝜇2,3456"

',%- ;                                        (3) 

b a 
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Similarly, the 0 K formation energy ∆𝐸./  of CuInSe2 can be obtained through the energy 

difference per formula between Cu, In, Se and CuInSe2, which is -1.80 eV for two terminations. 

The chemical difference of (𝜇2,$%&' − 𝜇2,',%- + 𝜇34$%&' − 𝜇34',%-)  is in the range [2∆𝐸./; 0] . The σ 

evolution as a function of chemical difference can be deduced from equation (3), as soon as the 

chemical potentials of Cu, In and CuInSe2 in bulk phases are determined. As plotted in Figure 3b, 

the σ values of Cu/In- and Se-termination are in the ranges 0.84-1.70 J/m2 and 0.16-1.02 J/m2, 

respectively. There is also a cross-point where chemical difference is -0.38 eV. Se-termination and 

Cu/In-termination behave reversely in seeking for favorable stability in the ranges of [-3.60;-0.38] 

eV and [-0.38;0] eV. Therefore, both Al- and P-terminated AlP surfaces together with Cu/In- and 

Se-terminated CuInSe2 surfaces need to be considered in the forthcoming heterostructure modeling.  

 

Figure 3. Energy difference 𝐸#𝑁0. − 𝐸(𝑁1) versus the increment of atomic layers number 𝑁0 − 𝑁1 

in CuInSe2(001) slab for Cu/In- and P-terminations (a) and their corresponding surface energies at 

13-layers as a function of chemical difference (𝜇2,$%&' − 𝜇2,',%- + 𝜇34$%&' − 𝜇34',%-) (b). The inset of (a) 

shows CuInSe2 unit cell. 

4.  Interface investigations 

4.1  Interface modeling and surface adhesion 

The CuInSe2/AlP heterostructures with two types of interfacial bondings, i.e. Se-Al and Cu/In-

P, were modeled based on the above convergence tests. In effect, since the adjacent layers share 

neither common anion nor cation, these interfacial bondings unnecessarily lead to the same band 

offsets.28 Three stacking schemes for each interfacial termination, designated as “stack1”, “stack2” 

and “stack3”, are under consideration. As presented in Figure 4, “stack1”, “stack2” and “stack3” 

means that atoms from the first atomic layer of CuInSe2(001) slab sit at the “diagonal” midpoint, 

b a 
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at the “lateral” midpoint and directly “on-top” of atoms from the first atomic layer of AlP(001) 

slab, respectively. Hereafter, the (001) plane index of CuInSe2 and AlP will be omitted for 

simplification. The work of adhesion, Wad, as characterized by the energy difference between 

separate slabs and their combined heterostructure, has been used to portray the heterointerface 

properties, such as strength and stability. The Wad of CuInSe2/AlP is given by,25 

𝑊&7(𝐶𝑢𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒" 𝐴𝑙𝑃⁄ ) = #∑ 𝐸8)2,3456",#%+
$%&'

8 − 𝐸2,3456" #%+⁄
:6;6<= . 𝐴1⁄                                                    (4) 

where, 𝐸8$%&'  is the fully relaxed slab energy, and 𝐸2,3456" #%+⁄
:6;6<=  is the heterostructure energy and Ai 

is the interfacial area.  

 

Figure 4. Stacking schemes of CuInSe2/AlP heterostructures: (a) Se-Al termination; (b) Cu/In-P 

termination. “stack1”, “stack2”, and “stack3” represent “diagonal” midpoint, “lateral” midpoint, 

and “on-top” stacking as depicted in (c) for Se-Al termination and (d) for Cu/In-P one. 

The Wad was investigated by the universal binding energy relation (UBER)29 method. By 

calculating a series of unrelaxed supercells with different interfacial distances d0, the Wad of each 

model can be drawn, as shown in Figure 5. After smoothing the Wad-d0 curves, the optimal d0 and 

its corresponding Wad can be determined from the vertex of each curve, as listed in Table 2. For 

both two terminations, the maximum values of Wad for different stacking schemes follow the order 

Wad(stack3)>Wad(stack1)>Wad(stack2). “On-top” stacking at the optimal interfacial distance is the 

most thermodynamically stable, with the highest Wad of 4.405 J/m2 and 4.467 J/m2
 for Se-Al and 

Cu/In-P terminations respectively. Besides, a considerable difference in Wad between Se-Al-stack1 

and Cu/In-P-stack1 is observed in comparison with that of -stack2 and -stack3, for which the 

optimal d0 and corresponding maximum Wad are both well-matched between the two terminations. 

At the optimal interfacial distance, heterostructures have been relaxed until the total residual 

forces on each atom were less than 2 mRy/Bohr. For the sake of time- and cost-saving, only the 

b 

d 

c a 
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four atomic layers near interface (enclosed within the red dash lines in Figure 4a and 4b) have 

been considered. As shown in Table 2, the work of adhesion after relaxation still follows the same 

order as the one generated from UBER. As discussed before, the maximum surface energies of Al- 

and P-terminated AlP slabs can reach up to 1.37 J/m2 and 1.50 J/m2, respectively. Correspondingly, 

their work of adhesion Wad(AlP/AlP) along [001] direction can be obtained according to equation 

(4), i.e. 2.74 J/m2 and 3.00 J/m2 respectively, which are twice the surface energies since the 

interfacial energy of the “AlP/AlP heterostructure” is viewed as zero. In the thermodynamic system, 

substrate with sufficient interfacial stability is indispensable for heterogeneous nucleation. 

Compared to Wad(AlP/AlP), the Wad of Se-Al-stack3 and Cu/In-P-stack3 heterostructures are larger, 

which means that CuInSe2 thin film is more likely to form on AlP substrate than AlP itself. 

 

Figure 5. Work of adhesion Wad vs. interfacial distance d0 of Se-Al (solid symbols) and Cu/In-P 

(hollow symbols) terminations for each stacking. Solid and dash lines are their smoothing curves. 

Color code : stack 1 in red, stack 2 in black, stack 3 in purple. 

Table 2. Optimal interfacial distance d0 with corresponding Wad obtained from smoothing curves 

in Figure 5, as well as the Wad after relaxation. 

Interfacial terminations Stacking schemes UBER Relaxed_Wad 
(J/m2) d0 (Å) Wad (J/m2) 

Se-Al 
stack1 2.303 4.131 3.816 
stack2 3.081 3.761 3.756 
stack3 2.190 4.405 4.408 

Cu/In-P 
stack1 2.444 3.854 3.650 
stack2 3.003 3.837 3.479 
stack3 2.265 4.467 4.629 

4.2  Band alignment 

The valence band offset ∆𝐸> is calculated following the same procedure as that in core-level 

photoemission measurement,30 which is defined as: 
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∆𝐸>(𝐶𝑢𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒" 𝐴𝑙𝑃⁄ ) = ∆𝐸?@A,2
2,3456" − ∆𝐸?@A,2#

#%+ + ∆𝐸2,2#                                                         (5) 

where, ∆𝐸?@A,2
2,3456"  and ∆𝐸?@A,2#

#%+  are energy separations between core level and valence band 

maximum of bulk CuInSe2 and AlP, respectively, and ∆𝐸2,2# is the difference in core level binding 

energies between cations and anions at interface. The average core level of cations and anions at 

interface is chosen as the reference core level, Eref. For Se-Al interfacial termination, Al 1s and Se 

1s are assigned as cation and anion core states respectively. For Cu/In-P interfacial termination, 

1/2(Cu 1s+In 1s) and P 1s are set as cation and anion core states respectively. Besides, the 

conduction band offset ∆𝐸B  can be obtained by ∆𝐸B = ∆𝐸C + ∆𝐸> , where ∆𝐸C  is the calculated 

bandgap difference between bulk CuInSe2 and AlP. 

Table 3 lists the energy separations from Eref to VBM, core level binding energy differences 

∆𝐸2,2#, natural band offsets and corresponding types of CuInSe2/AlP heterostructures. Core level 

binding energy difference is correlated with band alignment; the greater value of ∆𝐸2,2#, the larger 

value of ∆𝐸>. Se-Al-stack1 and -stack3 heterostructures have type-I (“spike-like”) band offsets, 

where both CBM and VBM belong to CuInSe2; Se-Al-stack2 has type-II (“cliff-like”) band offset, 

where CBM and VBM belong to AlP and CuInSe2, respectively. Besides, Cu/In-P-stack1, -stack2 

and -stack3 heterostructures all have type-I (“ spike-like”) band offsets. Regardless of the types of 

terminations, their absolute values of ∆𝐸2,2# at interface follow the order stack3>stack1>stack2, 

which is surprisingly in accordance with their work of adhesions.  

Table 3. Energy separations (Ry) from core level to VBM of bulk CuInSe2 and AlP, core level 

binding energy differences (Ry), band offsets (eV) and corresponding types of CuInSe2/AlP 

heterostructures.  

𝐶𝑢𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒!/𝐴𝑙𝑃 heterostructures Se-Al termination Cu/In-P termination 
stack1 stack2 stack3 stack1 stack2 stack3 

∆𝐸"#$,&
&'()*+! 918.2201 1344.0435 

∆𝐸"#$,&"
,-.  110.5463 152.5341 

∆𝐸&,&" -807.5684 -807.5554 -807.5742  -1191.4516 -1191.4119  -1191.4683 
∆E/(𝐶𝑢𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒! 𝐴𝑙𝑃⁄ ) 1.434 1.608 1.355 0.786 1.326 0.559 
∆𝐸0(𝐶𝑢𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒! 𝐴𝑙𝑃⁄ ) 0.035 -0.139 0.114 0.683 0.143 0.910 

Type I II I I I I 
∆𝐸/1+(𝐶𝑢𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒! 𝐴𝑙𝑃⁄ ) 1.528 1.702 1.449 0.920 1.460 0.693 
∆𝐸01+(𝐶𝑢𝐼𝑛𝑆𝑒! 𝐴𝑙𝑃⁄ ) -0.067 -0.241 0.012 0.590 0.050 0.817 

Typere II II I I I I 
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* ∆𝐸$%& , ∆𝐸'%&  and typere represent the revised valence and conduction band offsets and corresponding types of 

heterostructures when considering the ADPs of band energies under biaxial strain. These results will be discussed in 

the next section. 

During the electron transition process in photovoltaic devices, effective transportation should 

happen before the excited electrons recombine or fall back into a lower energy level. CuInSe2/AlP 

interface is characterized by high defect formation mainly due to the lattice and thermal expansion 

mismatches31,32. These defects play a fundamental role in solar cell performance. The 

heterointerface should exhibit minimum recombination and current loss thus allowing for the 

maximum open-circuit voltage. According to Courel et al.33, interfacial recombination depends on 

the combining velocity and minority carriers concentration, defined as follow: 

𝐽14;6< = 𝑞𝑆𝑛1D2,3456"#1 + 𝛾EF5𝑒
D(∆I(J∆I)) "-L⁄ .                                                                       (6) 

where, 𝐽14;6< is the reverse saturation current density due to recombination, q is electron charge, S 

is recombination velocity, 𝛾EF5 is density of states enhancement factor between CuInSe2 and AlP.  

So, the influence of band offsets on minority carrier recombination can be demonstrated. 

Indeed, “spike-like” heterojunction (ΔEc>0) has less interfacial recombination than “cliff-like” one 

(ΔEc<0). Interface owning positive CBO bears more favorable carrier transportation properties 

than that owning negative one. However, large CBO is viewed as a sufficiently high barrier so that 

majority of electrons generated in the absorber layer will recombine before passing through. This 

electron-hole recombination at the absorber surface is detrimental to open-circuit voltage. Besides, 

small VBO causes significant electron confinement without hindering the hole injection in a light-

emitting device.34 This will increase the chance of recombination as well. Thus, band offsets should 

be strictly limited in a certain range. Though Cu/In-P-stack3 has slightly larger interfacial stability 

than Se-Al-stack3, its large CBO and small VBO greatly deteriorate the performances regarding 

band lineup and external quantum efficiency.  

4.3  Absolute deformation potentials (ADPs) under biaxial strain 

In the above calculations, there is a basic assumption that the absolute core level deformation 

potential is zero, therefore the band alignment between solids is intrinsic. However, there is a great 

uncertainty on deformation potentials, which comes from the strain effects in pseudo-morphically 

grown layers.8  To precisely predict band offsets, the ADPs of energy bands, accounting for band 

edges and core levels, have been considered in the following calculations. The average in-plane 

lattice constant at interface results in compressive strain at CuInSe2 slab and tensile strain at AlP 
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one. For a given deformation ratio, their optimized out-of-plane lattice constants and volumes were 

obtained (refer to supplement information Figure S1). As proposed in Ref.8, the change in band 

energy under biaxial strain is defined as 𝑎?'&47. The ADP of VBM can be expressed as 𝑎??@A =

𝑎?
?@A/!$ + 𝑎?!$, where 𝑎?

?@A/!$ is the deformation potential of VBM with respect to Eref, and 𝑎?!$ is 

the reference core level and was determined in the previous natural band offsets calculation.  

Figure 6 shows the biaxial strain-modified band energies, including CBM, VBM and core 

levels, of bulk AlP and CuInSe2. As strain goes from compressive to tensile, the band energies 

decrease continuously, which gives negative ADPs. The nonnegligible ADPs, when subjected to 

biaxial strains, emphasize the importance of controlling lattice mismatch between thin film and 

substrate. By fitting band energies to the polynomial of third-degree, the ADPs can be determined 

from the first derivative of the fitted curves with respect to volume. The 𝑎??@A, 𝑎?2@A of AlP and 

CuInSe2 at the average in-plane lattice constant (marked as “*” in Figure 6) are -82.4 meV/Å3, -

100.9 meV/Å3 and -39.2 meV/Å3, -20.4 meV/Å3, respectively. Taking the core level deformation 

potential into account, the 𝑎?
?@A/!$  of AlP and CuInSe2 are -0.3 meV/Å3 and -10.2 meV/Å3, 

respectively. AlP has an equivalent variation of core level and valence band edge when subjected 

to strain. This strong resistance against strain contributes to its potentiality in buffer layer 

applications. By contrast, CuInSe2 has an unbalanced variation of core level and valence band edge.  

 

Figure 6. Evolution of band energies, for VBM, CBM and core levels of bulk AlP (a) and CuInSe2 

(b) as biaxial strain ratio varies. The star symbol “*” shows the average lattice constant ratio. 

At the average lattice constant, the absolute band energies can be given by the product of 

ADPs and volume deformation. Associating the biaxial strain modified CBM and VBM with the 

reference core levels and equation (5), the revised VBO ∆𝐸><6 and CBO ∆𝐸B<6 can be expressed as: 

a b 
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∆𝐸/(0)
1+ = ∆𝐸/(0) + 𝑎"

"(&)#$d𝑉(CuInSe!) − 𝑎"
"(&)#$d𝑉(AlP)                                                                 (7) 

where, ∆𝐸>(B) is the natural valence and conduction band offsets obtained previously without 

considering band energy deformation. The revised band offsets are listed in Table 3, marked by 

“re”. Regarding Se-Al termination, for a given raw band offset, the revised VBO has increased by 

94.0 meV, as a result of the energy upshift of VBM towards core level in CuInSe2 which amounts 

to 93.1 meV, and the negligible energy downshift of -0.9 meV in AlP. The revised CBO has 

decreased by 102.3 meV due to the large downshift of CBM towards VBM in CuInSe2, which is -

171.4 meV, coupled with a small downshift of -69.1 meV in AlP. The revised VBO and CBO for 

Cu/In-P heterostructure termination can be obtained as well as soon as the energy shifts between 

VBM, CBM and core level are determined.  

Figure 7 depicts the schematic diagram of revised band offsets. Se-Al-stack1 heterostructure 

has been changed from type-I into type-II due to ADP correction. Se-Al-stack3 and Cu/In-P-stack3, 

as the most stable heterostructures, have revised CBOs of 12 meV and 817 meV respectively. The 

nearly flat “spike-like” CBO of Se-Al-stack3 will boost open-circuit voltage and electron transition, 

as suggested in Ref.35,36. Accordingly, the considerable “spike-like” CBO of Cu/In-P-stack3 shall 

constrain its interest in heterostructure assessment, since CBO is recognized as the depth of 

quasiparticle confinement. As mentioned in Ref.37, the discrepancy in strain states between two 

neighboring heterointerfaces is directly correlated to the asymmetric charge distribution feature. 

Electrons released from the CuInSe2 absorber layer are supposed to cross the barrier in the short 

term before getting recombined or degenerated. In view of that, Se-Al-stack3 heterostructure has 

become our best choice due to its favorable band lineup. Furthermore, its thorough investigations 

on strain modified band edges provide us perspectives on choosing and determining appropriate 

buffer layer in thin film manufacturing. These strain-mediated evolutions of band edges could offer 

additional degrees of freedom for achieving the desired functionality and utility. 

 

a b c 
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of revised band offsets and corresponding types of Se-Al termination 

(a) and Cu/In-P termination (b) of CuInSe2/AlP heterostructures, and illustration of the migration 

of electrons and holes at the type-I and type-II heterointerfaces (c). 

4.4  Electronic density topological properties and density of states (DOS) 

To further unravel the influence of terminations and stacking schemes on interfacial properties, 

the topological properties of electron density ρ as well as the Laplacian ∇"𝜌 distribution have been 

investigated as shown in Figure S2. Se-Al-stack3 and Cu/In-P-stack3 have been chosen as the 

representatives for each type of termination. Their atomic arrangements near interfaces, electron 

density and Laplacian in the plane (-110) are shown in Figure 8a-c and 8e-g, respectively. The 

symbols “b”, “r” and “c” represent bond, ring, and cage critical points as defined in QTAIM 

theory.11 According to the local virial theorem, the relation between Laplacian, kinetic GBCP and 

potential VBCP energy densities can be defined as ћ" 4𝑚⁄ ∇"𝜌NOP = 2𝐺NOP + 𝑉NOP38, where BCP 

stands for bond critical point. A perfect heterointerface state is supposed to form Cu-Se, In-Se, Al-

P, and Al-Se interactions for Se-Al termination and Cu-Se, In-Se, Al-P, Cu-P and In-P interactions 

for Cu/In-P termination. Espinosa et al.39 used |VBCP|/GBCP ratio and introduced bond degree 

(BD=HBCP/ρBCP) to distinguish bond types. As depicted in Figure 8d and 8h, the bond degrees of 

all pairwises are in the range of 1 to 2. This means that their interatomic interactions lie in transit 

closed-shell zone, showing metal-covalent behaviors, between the typical ionic and covalent bonds.  

Total and partial density of states (DOS) near the interface have been plotted as well (insets 

of Figure 8d and 8h). The atomic orbital contributions near Fermi level can be obtained. All the 

orbitals show large overlaps, leading to a metallic-like interface. The bonding between Al and P 

has been divided into Al-P and Al-P* to feature their dissemblance in bond length. The asterisk 

sign “*” indicates the longer one. As seen in Figure 8d, the absolute magnitude of BD for each 

pairwise at Se-Al-stack3 interface complies with the following sequence, In-Se>Al-P>Al-P*>Cu-

Se>Al-Se. According to the DOS, Cu d- and Se/Al/P p-orbitals contribute the most to the interfacial 

orbital composition. Pairwise In-Se has the largest bond degree, but its atomic contribution to DOS 

is weak due to the negligible In p-orbital contribution near Fermi level. Hence, Cu-Se, Al-P, and 

Al-Se are the main bonding pairwises to focus on in relation to interfacial properties. The “p-p” 

overlap of pairwise Al-P forms a strong covalent chemical bond in AlP slab. The similar BD of Al-

P and Al-P* indicates a uniform interfacial chemical characteristic at AlP side. At CuInSe2 side, 

there is a strong “p-d” overlap of pairwise Cu-Se. Its high atomic orbitals contribution and small 
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|VBCP|/GBCP ratio imply a reactive and delocalized bonding. At the heterointerface of CuInSe2/AlP, 

the bond degree of pairwise Al-Se is -0.272 kJ/mol per electron. This established covalent bonding 

acknowledges the chemical feasibility of utilizing AlP as a buffer layer.  

At the Cu/In-P-stack3 interface (Figure 8f and 8g) there is no bond critical point between In 

and P atoms. This could be a result of the large displacement of In atoms from their bulk positions 

during relaxation. Therefore, the interior strain cannot be ignored. The absolute magnitude of BDs 

for each pairwise follows the order Cu-P>In-Se>Al-P>Cu-Se>Al-P*. The interfacial behavior can 

be delineated in the light of interatomic interactions. Pairwise Cu-P owns the biggest absolute BD 

of 0.497 kJ/mol per electron, i.e. the strongest interatomic interaction. It implies that Cu atom can 

easily dispose atop P atom. Besides, as the inset of Figure 8h shows, the density of states near 

Fermi level is mainly composed of Cu d-orbitals and P p-orbitals. This could explain the largest 

interfacial stability of Cu/In-P-stack3 heterostructure. Pairwise Al-P and Al-P* characteristics 

differ more significantly than those in Se-Al-stack3. This is in line with the obvious inequalities in 

density of states contribution between In and Cu atoms.  

In addition, the band edges of CuInSe2 are based on the bonding and antibonding states. The 

absolute position of VBM and thus chemical trends are strongly dependent on the coupling between 

d and p states.40 The optical bandgap is associated with the repulsion between Cu d and Se p valence 

band states in CuInSe2. That is, as the Se p-orbitals combine with the Cu d-orbitals, the VBM of 

CuInSe2 shifts upward, corresponding to p-d repulsion.41 As a result, a narrowing bandgap can be 

established, which is consistent with the result in Figure 6b. Hence, as a result of the strong mixing 

of “Cu d-Se p” of Se-Al-stack3 heterostructure discussed above, large VBO and thus small CBO 

are obtained. Similarly, the weak contribution of Se p-orbitals at Cu/In-P-stack3 interface, as the 

inset of Figure 8h shows, results in a small VBO and thus large CBO. These assessments are in 

accordance with the findings shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 8. Schematic diagrams of Se-Al-stack3 (a) and Cu/In-P-stack3 (e) near the interface, and 

their electron density ρ (b and f), electron density Laplacian ∇"𝜌 (c and g), and bond degree 

(BD=HBCP/ρBCP) vs. |VBCP|/GBCP (d and h) at BCPs in the plane (-110). The asterisk sign (*) stands 

for the longer bond length for pairwise Al-P. The insets in (d) and (h) show total and partial density 

of states of atoms near interface.  

4.5  Spectroscopic limited maximum efficiency SLME 

According to Crovetto and Hansen42, low-efficiency cells have large “cliff-like” offsets, 

whereas most high-efficiency cells have “spike-like” or nearly flat offsets. According to the 

preceding discussions, the “on-top” stacking terminated as Se-Al at interface is foreseen as the 

most promising heterostructure. To better characterize both the designated “absorber-buffer” 

heterojunction and the pure CuInSe2 absorber their photovoltaic responses have been calculated. 

In addition to the AlP-based heterostructure, a CdS-based one has been modeled with the same 

interfacial condition for the purpose of comparison. By computing the absorption coefficient in 

[280;1200] nm wavelength range (blue curve in Figure 9b), the short circuit current JSC, open-

circuit voltage VOC and conversion efficiency with respect to thickness were obtained, as shown in 

Figure 9.  

a b d 

e f h 

c 

g 
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There is a prerequisite that the buffer layer is thin enough for electrons generated by absorber 

to tunnel through in view of the favorable band lineup. As shown in Figure 9a, the short circuit 

current increases significantly as film thickness increases, which is mainly due to the enriched 

carrier capacity. Meanwhile, the open-circuit voltage decreases slightly as film thickness increases, 

which signifies the occurrence of carrier recombinations at interfaces and interiors. Heterostructure 

has a lower current density than pure CuInSe2 at the same thickness, showing a sharper and 

narrower current-voltage contour. This might come from the increased series resistance when AlP 

and CdS serve as buffer layers. As seen from Figure 9b, the maximum efficiencies of 

heterostructures and pure CuInSe2 increase rapidly at the early stage and then tend towards the 

converged value. It is found that 0.3 μm CuInSe2 absorber is seen as thick enough to attain a 

converged efficiency of 27.42%, which is close to the results of Ref.43,44 under the same condition. 

Similarly, 0.5 μm Se-Al-stack3 and Cd-Al-stack3 heterostructures have attained their converged 

efficiencies, 27.39% and 27.41%, respectively. These two heterostructures possess not only high 

(close to pure CuInSe2 absorber) but also similar optical properties. In other words, AlP can be 

utilized as a promising alternative in buffer material in pursuing high efficiency and low-cost solar 

cell. Therefore, the addition of AlP buffer merely affects the whole scale of optical properties, 

which undoubtfully, benefits from the well-matched interface condition, as illustrated before.  

 

Figure 9. Calculated Jsc-Voc characteristics (a) and spectroscopic limited maximum efficiency (b) 

with respect to the thickness of Se-Al-stack3 and Cd-Al-stack3 heterostructures and pure CuInSe2 

under AM 1.5G, namely 100 mW/cm2 illumination. The range of light absorption wavelength is 

280 nm-1200 nm.  

a b 
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5.  Conclusions 
In this work, we have chosen the AlP compound as a buffer layer for CuInSe2 thin film. The 

CuInSe2/AlP heterostructures have been modeled by different stacking schemes and interfacial 

terminations. The optimal interfacial distance, thermodynamic stability and band alignment have 

been computed. Heterointerface at “on-top” stacking is the most thermodynamically stable 

compared with other stackings. There is a correlation between band alignments and core level 

binding energy difference at the heterointerface. The biaxial strain-induced deformation of band 

energies and hence their absolute deformation potentials have been determined. The revised 

valence and conduction band offsets of CuInSe2/AlP heterostructure have increased and decreased, 

respectively. Both Se-Al and Cu/In-P “on-top” stackings has “spike-like” band offsets, and the 

former has flat CBO, 12 meV. Topological analysis of electron density unveils interatomic 

interactions at heterointerfaces and provides insightful information for material manufacturing. The 

strong mixing between Cu d and Se p states plays a decisive role in defining the absolute position 

of valence band maximum and thus the chemical trends. The SLME studies reveal that 

CuInSe2/AlP heterostructure can attain 27.39% of efficiency, which is similar to that of CdS-based 

heterostructure. This provides a solid basis for AlP as buffer layers in future applications.  

 

6.  Supporting information 
The following files are available free of charge. 

Table S1. AlP(001) surface relaxation of the two types of terminations as a function of the number of layers 

N in the slab, Δdij is the change of interlayer distance in the percentage of bulk spacing. 

Termination Change in interlayer Number of layers N in the slab 
5(%) 9(%) 13(%) 17(%) 21(%) 25(%) 29(%) 

Al- 

Δd12 4.93 5.42 4.72 4.54 4.16 3.98 3.88 
Δd23 4.94 2.72 2.15 1.94 1.62 1.44 1.37 
Δd34  1.41 0.87 0.63 0.28 0.17 0.07 
Δd45  1.87 1.08 0.80 0.56 0.35 0.27 
Δd56   1.40 1.12 0.84 0.74 0.62 
Δd67   1.26 1.04 0.84 0.63 0.54 
Δd78    1.04 0.84 0.67 0.58 
Δd89    1.02 0.94 0.74 0.62 
Δd910     0.87 0.74 0.62 
Δd1011     0.87 0.74 0.66 
Δd1112      0.74 0.66 
Δd1213      0.77 0.66 

       0.70 
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       0.66 

P- 

Δd12 -1.11 -1.75 -1.49 -3.18 -2.28 -2.38 -2.52 
Δd23 3.18 3.28 3.30 3.16 3.09 3.02 2.99 
Δd34  0.11 -0.96 -1.37 -1.51 -1.65 -1.70 
Δd45  1.65 1.81 1.64 1.54 1.47 1.43 
Δd56   0.47 0.10 -0.05 -0.14 -0.17 
Δd67   0.89 0.77 0.67 0.56 0.53 
Δd78    0.39 0.23 0.14 0.10 
Δd89    0.56 0.51 0.42 0.33 
Δd910     0.36 0.25 0.18 
Δd1011     0.42 0.35 0.29 
Δd1112      0.28 0.25 
Δd1213      0.32 0.25 

       0.25 
       0.25 

 
Figure S1. Calculation of the conventional cells in out-of-plane lattice constant and volume of AlP 

and CuInSe2 as a function of biaxial strain ratio in [-4%;4%]. 
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Figure S2. Topological properties of Se-Al terminated and Cu/In-P terminated heterostructure: 

electron density (a and c) and electron density Laplacian (b and d).  
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